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Connect.
Communicate.
Understand.



Research has shown that acquiring good literacy skills and enjoyment of
reading and writing enhance well-being. Consciously raising our children to
have the ability to effectively communicate and connect with others will
also significantly impact their future. We hope this e Book gives you some
tips and direction on how you can organise your home and family.

What is an Emotionally
Literate Home?
Literacy has a huge impact on children's wellbeing. This doesn't just mean
reading books together or listening to your children read, although that is,
of course, a FANTASTIC bonding experience (research says children who
can read well are more likely to be emotionally well). Literacy means being
able to effectively communicate verbally and through written word, so
that's what our Emotionally Literate Home E book is all about... emotionally
communicating!

Creating an Emotionally
Literate Home.
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There are a variety of ways we can support our children's wellbeing. Good
diet, exercise, play, limited screen time and positive relationships are a
combination of strategies many of us are aware of and use to help our
children, but here, at Ink and Scribbles, we focus specifically on
parent/child connection and literacy.  Reading and writing are fantastic
forms of relaxation. They also facilitate self-exploration and provide
opportunities for conversations about understanding others, important
topics and strategies that help will children with challenging events or
feelings.

Reading has been proven to have beneficial outcomes for wellbeing. So, we
know we are stating the obvious here, but it is essential to let your children
see books around the home to give a positive message about reading.
Have a book on your bedside table, have a bookshelf full of 
books of different genres and ensure your child has plenty
of books in their bedroom and playrooms.



Visit the library and borrow books if you can't stock your house with too
many. Reading together develops communication and is a bonding
experience. Read to your child, whether they are younger or older children,
as well as have them read to you. Encourage your teenager to read books
that are interesting and thought provoking by visiting book shops together
and asking them about the books they read. Encourage your child to treat
books respectfully but accept that you will probably need to invest in some
lovely board books for younger children! It is important that your child sees
you read for pleasure and also for purpose. If you read on a kindle or tablet,
let them know that's what you're doing. Tell them why you're doing it. If it's
helping you relax or for personal development, tell them so. Read a
newspaper or magazine. You will be role modelling good reading habits,
demonstrating how important being able to read is but also, and most
importantly, showing an enjoyment of reading that impacts your well-being.
We love those fabulous vintage signs for the home. Just by hanging one of
those on your kitchen wall, you are creating a literate environment and they
often say something loving and positive too! A win win!

We suggest creating cosy and relaxed areas in your home for the purpose
of enjoying reading and writing. Perhaps a comfortable reading chair and
light in a quiet corner of the house, near a bookshelf and with inviting light
and soft furnishings. Some might use a study, corner of a living room,
conservatory or a space that can't be easily used for other things, such as a
landing area at the top of the stairs or a part of an unusual shaped room.
Cabin beds provide great space for children's reading areas. Furnish the
space in a welcoming style, with lots of cushions, a blanket and fairy lights,
for example. A bookshelf with a little bean bag next to it is also a perfect
invitation to sit, relax and look through a book.
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Children can use writing to express themselves when something challenging
happens, explore feelings or communicate something that may be difficult to
say. We love writing areas to encourage this! A desk or little table full of pens,
pencils, stamps, crayons and chalks etc will have your little one becoming a
budding author in no time. Have a variety of writing tools and paper available
for whenever the writing bug hits! You can make this age appropriate by
using a small table such as the little square ones IKEA produce, or creating a
beautiful desk space for your older child. Depending on your requirements
or your child's ability or interest, you could create a structured writing space,
with equipment to encourage and guide writing, such as story dice, prompt
cards, a toy or item, a letter to reply to or a picture to spark the imagination.
Or you could simply leave the space open, with simply writing tools, for your
child to explore and direct the activity themselves. Here at Ink and Scribbles,
we love to have post-it notes, white boards and blackboards around! We
imagine your children would too! We write notes to each other sometimes to
let someone else in the family know we are struggling with an emotion. Use
journals for older children to explore feelings and problem solve. We do
suggest keeping things fresh and interesting though, by rotating the
materials and equipment you use.

Role Play is a great way to engage younger children in communication,
develop empathy and problem-solving skills. Set up a doctor or vet surgery
and leave paper and pencils for recording notes. Or set up a car service
garage and sheets of paper to record what was repaired! The possibilities
are endless! It may not look like you are working on their wellbeing, but just
by encouraging play, you are! Play is super important in the early years,
developing skills that will benefit their future wellbeing, amongst other more
immediate benefits such as language skills.
Finally, we know how busy life can be, but set time aside 
each day for conversation. But our kids really need us 
to. Car rides, dinner time, parent and child
 dates and bedtimes are good 
opportunities to model the art of 
conversation, explore feelings, 
support each other and learn about 
relationships. Set regular times for 
family connection.
 Be present and enjoy!
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Stories are great for exploring emotions. There are so many good stories for
kids that touch on feelings and will give you a starting point to talk about
them. Do some research if your child is struggling with something in
particular. There WILL be a book that you can read together to support
them! Write a story together! Kids love this activity. All you need is piece of
A4 paper and pens/pencils. Take it in turns to write a sentence each and
read the story back to yourselves at the end for some laughs! Retelling the
story of big life events can be really helpful in terms of children processing
their feelings too, so journals and diaries are super useful.
TASK OPTIONS AND VARIATIONS:
~after each sentence (apart from the first one) is written, fold that part of
the paper over. This means you don't know what the other one written and
makes for hilarious nonsense stories.
~use different colour pens or pencils and build the story one sentence at a
time. Stories tend to take unexpected twists and turns for you both and
encourages your child to think more laterally.

Cooking and baking together is a fantastic way to spend quality time
together. It can be the perfect opportunity to bring up something important
or explore anything on your child's mind. Because you're busy getting your
bake on, there is less eye contact and children feel more comfortable
opening up. Kids love to bake! Take advantage of this by setting up cooking
and recipe writing sessions. Talk to your child about the ingredients and
utensils they think will be needed. Google and read a recipe if it's helpful.
Together, collect all you need from the kitchen, lay it out on the kitchen table!
Kids can make a list of the ingredients and utensils. Let them use the labels
on ingredients as spelling support or write out some labels for them to copy
or glue on their recipe if they are at a pre-writing level. We suggest that you
then get baking! Your little one will want to get on to the really fun bit, so let
them get stuck in before you write any more. Once that's done you can ask
them to write about how they made the yummy things that were created.
Remember, for your child to enjoy this time connecting with you, it's
important that your child is enjoying the task. Immerse your child in the
experience by calling them Chef and popping them in an apron or chef hat (if
they'll enjoy that of course!). Over time, you and your child could make a
variety of things and create your own cook book to refer to!

Cooking and Baking

Stories and Writing
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Run wild, child! We have all heard the online chatter about how much time our
children are spending indoors and on devices. We believe there is no substitute
for the real world and the positive impact “The Great Outdoors’ has on kids is well
documented. We certainly feel the happiness levels rise when we head outside!
Being together in nature is a wonderful way to bond with your child over words. It’s
An easy and very worthwhile opportunity to simply talk. Walking through some
woods, through fields, or on the beach can be a perfect environment to let the
conversation flow. Walking side by side often means children feel less self-
conscious, or more likely to relax and open up. You could also get stuck in to
nature trails, identifying things along the way such as trees or bugs, or collecting
items for a collection or some art activity when you get home. Story walks are lots
of fun for younger kids. Make up a story as you walk, using the landscape you're in
as inspiration!

Holidays. The stuff childhood memories are made of! Childhood is full of
wonderful experiences that gratitude can be built around. Build memory
books of the special family time you spend together, that provide children
with the chance to reflect on the small, but wonderful moments. Holiday
diaries are a great way to keep children writing over the school holidays and
they allow you time to talk. Ask your child to write a daily entry into a scrap
book. Easy! It's quick, relevant to your child and is often a good chance to
brush up on literacy skills as well as explore different feelings they may have
had. These sorts of diaries are also wonderful for building a sense of family
connection as you focus on the experiences and adventures you have
together. Keep them for memories to connect over in the future, or when
you need to remind yourselves of things that have happened! 

Family Holidays are such special events in the life of a child. They provide
children time with their parents that can't always happen during the daily
life of busy, modern family life. Taking your children on a family holiday gives
you all chance to bond, play together and experience different cultures and
environments that can provoke deeper thinking, reflection and a sense of
wonder

Holiday Diaries
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Nature and The Great
Outdoors



Craft is something kids love to do, but all the glitter, glue and bits of scarp
paper everywhere isn’t always appealing to parents! We get it. But there are
huge benefits in carving out time for your child to explore their inner
creative. It’s calming, it’s expressive and its fun! With art and craft cafes
popping up, you can reap the rewards without clearing up afterwards! Art
and craft activities provide an almost unlimited number of tasks and
therefore an open-ended amount of bonding and literacy opportunities. It
really depends on the art and craft you chose to do! Paint, draw collage,
collect things from outside to create a piece of art, make things from junk
material, follow online tutorials to create something specific, make things
from play dough, use stamps, stencils  or chalk.

Writing after a craft activity could involve instructional writing, to guide
someone else through the same making process, or writing a story about a
character after making a puppet. The list goes on! Whatever craft you do,
you will find yourself talking, relaxing 
together, finding enjoyment or mindfulness 
and possibly teaching your child about frustration, perseverance and
growth mindset!

What are children brilliant at? Role Play! You might find it’s not quite your
thing, but just setting up some interesting resources (which you probably
have at home already) will be enough to spark your child’s imagination! 
 Role Play is a biggy for many areas of development for younger kids, such
as social skills and communication. The big kids enjoy it too! Children can
explore situations, feelings and try things out, testing outcomes through
role play. Doctors, vets, cafe, car garages, schools, post office and shops are
all topics many little ones love to explore. Older children often role play by
putting on shows, playing superheroes, playing families or pretending to be
a presenter on TV or radio amongst other things. These are all great ways to
develop language, vocabulary, learn about the world and explore the
perspectives of others. Role play has also been shown to boost confidence.
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Role Play

Art and Craft



Let’s be honest. Who hasn't  turned the volume right up and belted out our
favourite songs when driving the car?! Or come home with a hoarse throat
after a music concert. Or maybe you just love to warble in the shower!
Music is powerful! It can lift u up high and make us feel amazing. It can also
bring us to tears in just a few chords! You can use music to create a certain
ambience and mood in your home. Your children will feel it. Play relaxing,
chill out music if the kids need calming or upbeat, happy tunes if someone’s
had a bad day! Just turn on the happy playlist and you’ll have the while
family toe tapping through dinner.Not only will listening to music and
singing along together give you all the feel-good vibes, but it also taps in to
the musicality of language, appreciating how good certain sounds ... well,
sound. Children often notice patterns words make and enjoy that auditory
experience. They don't realise it, but they are enjoying expressive use of
language. For young children, singing is great for rhyming patterns and, for
older children, more complex language skills like alliteration and
onomatopoeia can be enjoyed, as well as learning music skills and
knowledge, such as use of pitch and tone. 

Music can provide opportunities to show your children your own emotions.
Tell them if you have a song that makes you tearful. Talk about why that is. If
there's a song you hear that you love, because it takes you back to a
wonderful memory, tell them that too. This is just one way of gently showing
our children that emotions are normal and teaching them not to be afraid
of feeling. Talking to our children explicitly about how music affects us, gives
them social and emotional awareness that they can apply to real life. For
example, you could pick a song that contains a part that is sung or played in
such a way that you feel a bit overwhelmed because it feels like someone is
mad at you. A hidden message that raised voices can make people feel
overwhelmed at intimated!  Older children might even find writing music or
lyrics, or learning to play an instrument, becomes an outlet they use to
express their own thoughts and feelings. So how about some family lyric
writing?! 
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Music and Lyrics



Whether you're fan of Renaissance Art or graffiti, Art gives us an opportunity
to develop emotional awareness in our children. Use it to discuss what
artists might be trying to communicate or express through their art and talk
about the emotional responses your child has to it.Use a painting or a
photograph that you think is interesting or will be interesting to your child.
Talk to your child about the image, discussing characters, what characters
might be thinking or feeling, scenery and potential storylines. You can help
your child develop skills in reading situation and empathy. Explore their own
emotional responses too!
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Inspired by Art

Making up a little jingle just for your child is a great way to let them know
they are loved. We created a little tune using just her name for our eldest
child when she was a new-born and it's stuck ever since! Even now, as she
fast approaches 9, she still loves to hear that little tune before we turn out
the lights at night-time.

If nothing else, music is a powerful way to influence the feel of your home in
a positive way.

Visit us at www.inkandscribbles.co.uk


